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Introduction

• Personalized medicine (PM) implies profiling of patients to determine
treatments or medical interventions according to their best predicted

response.

• Advantage of PM information: It allows the physician to achieve
a better match between therapeutic choice and patients.

• In particular, PM uses information coming from genetic testing in the

process of diagnosis and treatment.
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Introduction

•We still observe very low take-up rates of genetic tests.

• Better allocating treatments among patients is a promising way to
reduce both health expenditure and adverse consequences of treatments

(Nimmesgern et al., 2017).

•When personalized medicine information is available (even on a free
basis), physicians tend to under-use it (Howard et al., 2017).
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Introduction

• Several reasons:

—Uncertainty around this ongoing new technology!

—Adoption of new technology/knowledge is time demanding.

—Payment schemes at work do not provide incentives.

• Aim of this article: focus on the interplay between the two last
issues.
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Objective of this research

•We explore how physicians’payment schemes affect their incentives to
use personalized medicine techniques.

• Also to what extent the use of these techniques benefit patients.

• New technology⇒ Few data available!

•We performed an experiment to replicate physicians’trade-off:

—Update is time demanding at the beginning;

—Allows physicians to be more effi cient.
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Related literature

• Literature on incentives in physician payments (From Ellis and
McGuire, 1986 to Mak, 2017): Incentives matter, but not only!

• Literature onphysicians’decisions to adopt personalized medi-
cine techniques (Garrison and Towse, 2014; Dinan et al., 2015;
Howard et al., 2017): Physicians under-use personalized medicine even

if it is free.

• Literature on the use of experiments in health economics (Henning-
Schmidt et al., 2011; Green, 2014; Lagarde and Blaauw, 2017): Subject

pool matters.
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Experiment design

• Two ways of measuring effort in the lab:

—"Chosen effort tasks" experiments: effort is "hypothetical" be-
cause declarative and proxied by a cost function.

—"Real effort tasks": effort is inferred based on behaviours ob-
served on a real task.

• In health economics, experimenters have used both methods.

•We chose the second option.
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Experiment design

• Design inspired by Green (2014, JEBO).

• Two actors:

—A "downstream principal": the patient (Subject 1) who high-
lights words that he thinks are wrong in texts.

—The agent: the physician (Subject 2) who provides proofreading
assistance.

• A 2-step game: (i) highlight and (ii) correction of words.

• Aim of Green’s experiment: Study incentive properties of physician

payments using a real effort task.
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Experiment design
• Version 2.0 of the game: we add the personalized medicine dimen-
sion to analyze its effect.

• In step 1: we have real subjects in a "passive" role (they are referred
to as patients for Step 2).

• In step 2 (the main step): the physician provides proofreading assis-
tance on texts.

• PM introduced as the possibility for subject 2 to have access to pri-
ority sentences (the area where corrections are likely to maximize
patient benefit).

• Only corrections done in priority sentences are taken into consideration
to compute gains of subject 1.
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Periods of the game

• In each treatment the game is run on 3 periods.

• In each period, each subject can proofread up to 8 dictations (24 per
"treatment") and participate to 2 treatments (within-design).

• Period 1: 8 dictations presented without showing priority sentences:
PM does not exist in this situation.

• Period 2: 8 dictations presented with priority sentences underlined:
PM is freely accessible.

• Period 3: the subject first has 1 minute to decide between a file of 8
dictations with priority sentences underlined (personalized medicine)

and a file of dictations with no information (no PM); then proofreading

work starts.
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Proofreading in period 1
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Proofreading in period 2
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Period 3 of the game

• The subject takes one minute to make a choice between set (a) and set
(b) of 8 dictations.

• In set (b), 0.50 euro is taken away from final gains, for each dictation
treated.
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Payment systems that we study (our treatments)

• FFS: 0.30 euro per intervention, regardless of its quality.

• CAP: Payment per proofreading: 1.75 euro per proofreading.

• P4P: Payment based on the quality of the intervention:

—2.50 euros if 80% of the words in priority sentences are correct;

—0 euro otherwise.

• Cost of PM for subject-2: If the decision is to have access to
priority sentences, 0.50 euro is deduced fromfinal gains for each treated

proofreading.
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Reformulation of the objectives

• How do the different payment schemes affect the decision to adopt

personalized medicine?

•What is the impact of personalized medicine on physicians’outcome
variables?

—Impact on the rate of useless actions?

—Impact on the rate of well-treated patients (proofreadings)?
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Identification strategies

•When access to information is free→ a panel linear model.

•When access to information is costly → an IV-Probit model

(see next slide).
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Identification strategies

• Access to PM is free:

yi,T = c+ αi + βPayiT + γINFOiT + θPayiT ∗ INFOiT + ΘXi + εiT

• Access to PM is costly:

BUY INFOiT = c + µPayiT + υTECHNOi + ρXi + viT,

yi,T = c + αi + βPayiT + γ ̂BUY INFOiT + θPayiT ∗ ̂BUY INFOiT

+ΘXi + εiT
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Instrument: Techno

• There is a statistically significant link between appetite for innovative
technologies (TECHNO) and decision to invest in PM.

• The instrument is not weak (Fisher test) and the IV model is more
consistent than an OLS model for all our dependent variables (Wu-

Hausman test).
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Decision to buy PM and payment schemes
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Variables affecting the decision to buy PM

• There is not independence between the payment mechanism and the

decision to buy PM.

• P4P is more likely (compared to FFS and CAP) to be associated with
a purchase decision.

• Another argument for TECHNO as our instrument.
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Free access to PM and rate of well-treated proof-
reading

• Giving a free access to PM information decreases the rate of useless

actions (interventions done on non-priority words).

• The interaction between free PM and payment mechanism is higher in

FFS for the variable "rate of useless actions".

• A free access to PM seems to be non-associated with the rate of well-

treated dictations (it is positive but not statistically significant).

• The interaction between P4P and free access to PM is not significant

as one would have expected.
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Costly access to PM and rate ofwell-treated proof-
readings

• Giving a costly access to PM information decreases the rate of useless

actions (interventions done on non-priority words).

• The interaction between costly information and payment mechanism
is higher in FFS for the variable "rate of useless actions".

• A costly access to PM is associated with a positive impact on the rate

of well-treated proofreadings.
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Messages to take away

• Compared to FFS and CAP, P4P scheme is an important driver in the
decision to adopt PM.

• Although expected to clearly dominate the other schemes, P4P is NOT
effi cient in transforming a free access to PM in a substantial qualitative

outcome for patients.

•When accessible on a costly basis, PM is positively associated to qual-

ity.

• It suggests that subjects tend to better use information when they paid
for it→ phenomenon of commitment device.
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